Kodak Instamatic Reflex Camera

...does simply everything, and everything simply
KODAK INSTAMATIC Reflex Camera...

- combines for your picture-taking enjoyment the precision and versatility of a fine single-lens reflex camera with instant developing -all in an INSTMATIC Camera that offers unequaled ease of use.
- provides, should you be a serious photographer, a challenging instrument of practically unlimited picture-taking potential. As a single-lens reflex camera, it offers the availability of a wide range of interchangeable lenses and other useful photo aids.

See the KODAK INSTAMATIC Reflex Camera which does simply everything, and everything simply at your Kodak dealer's soon.

Features that give you outstanding picture-taking scope - exception picture-taking ease.

1. Available with
   - without lens
   - Xenar lens, 45mm /2.8 or
   - KODAK INSTAMATIC Reflex Camera...

2. Electronic shutter with an enormous speed range...
   - gives you automatically timed exposures from 1/30 second up to 20 seconds. The 1/30 to 20 second range opens up new worlds of low-light picture-taking ... at nearly life-size finder images with the through-the-lens viewfinder...

3. Fast exposure control with a fixed lens...
   - offers instantaneous selection of every shutter speed for fast flash...

4. Battery still okay?
   - Battery checker gives you the answer in the viewfinder...

5. Easy lens interchange
   - Choice of two wide-angle and three telephoto lenses...

6. Dependable, long-life batteries...
   - Two PX-825-volt batteries are supplied. Their power exposure/shutter control and flashhead...

7. Batteries still okay?
   - At the touch of a button, the battery checker gives you the answer in the viewfinder...

8. You are always ready for your next picture...
   - A single stroke of a lever advances the film. Your pictures, even flash, in 5 seconds, if you wish.

9. Convenient shutter release...
   - Substantial, and angled for easy reach. Interlock prevents premature release...

10. Tripod and alignment sockets in base of camera...

11. Other photo aids...
   - For fascinating ultra Close-ups...

12. Easy lens interchange...
   - A single stroke of a lever advances the film. Your pictures, even flash, in 5 seconds, if you wish.

13. Dependable, long-life batteries...
   - Two PX-825-volt batteries are supplied. Their power exposure/shutter control and flashhead...

14. Batteries still okay?
   - At the touch of a button, the battery checker gives you the answer in the viewfinder...

15. You are always ready for your next picture...
   - A single stroke of a lever advances the film. Your pictures, even flash, in 5 seconds, if you wish.

16. Convenient shutter release...
   - Substantial, and angled for easy reach. Interlock prevents premature release...

17. Tripod and alignment sockets in base of camera...

18. Other photo aids...
   - For fascinating ultra Close-ups...

19. Easy lens interchange...
   - A single stroke of a lever advances the film. Your pictures, even flash, in 5 seconds, if you wish.
WIDE CHOICE OF INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES.

Add a new dimension to your picture-taking with one or several of these fine interchangeable lenses. Wide-angle lenses take in more subject matter and are especially useful in close quarters. A medium telephoto lens, such as the 85mm, helps eliminate undesirable surroundings —provides more pleasing close-ups of people. Longer telephoto lenses bring in distant subjects. They are especially useful for sport, scenic, and wildlife pictures.

All lenses have quick-change bayonet mounts, automatic diaphragms, and field-depth indication. They are color-corrected and coated, and couple automatically with the controls in the camera's viewfinder.

These lenses (each supplied in storage case) also fit the KODAK RETINA Reflex Camera. Lenses and their attachments for the RETINA Reflex Camera work with the KODAK INSTAMATIC Reflex Camera.

Standard Lenses

Fast Xenar Lens, 45mm f/2.8—4 elements. Focusing range: 3.3 feet to “Inf.” Focus-linked flash exposure control. Angle of view 31°.

Ultrafast Xenon Lens, 50mm f/1.9—6 elements. Focusing range: 2 feet to “Inf.” Flash exposure indication. Angle of view 29°.

Wide-angle Lenses

KODAK RETINA Curtagon Lens, 28mm f/4—Extreme wide-angle. 7 elements. Focusing range: 3 feet to “Inf.” Angle of view 50°.

KODAK RETINA Curtagon Lens, 35mm f/2.8—Moderate wide-angle. 5 elements. Focusing range: 3 feet to “Inf.” Angle of view 40°.

Telephoto Lenses


KODAK RETINA Tele-Xenar Lens, 135mm f/4—5 elements. Focusing range: 14 feet to “Inf.” Angle of view 11°.

KODAK RETINA Tele-Xenar 200mm f/4.8 Lens Kit. 7 elements. Focusing range: 28 feet to “Inf.” Angle of view 8°.
Fascinating Ultra Close-ups are a Cinch with the KODAK INSTAMATIC Reflex Camera

...and they tell your picture story with a special impact. The close-up devices below open up progressively greater parts of a new world of close-range pictures—from small subjects such as flowers, insects, jewels, to revealing photomicrographs. And all devices are so easy to use—practically all camera controls work with them.

KODAK RETINA Close-up Lens Set, Type N/32. Two lenses with 29.5mm screw-in mounts, coated. For pictures as close as 15 inches.

KODAK RETINA Close-up Lens Set, Type R. Three lenses with 29.5mm screw-in mounts, coated. For pictures as close as 7 inches.

KODAK INSTAMATIC Reflex Lens Spacer. Fits between camera and any one of the lenses. With 45 and 50mm lenses it makes about 2:1 scale pictures.

KODAK RETINA Tele-Auxiliary Lenses Screw-in type. Coated. TI/32—fits 85mm lens for 6 to 3 1/4 feet focusing. TI/60—fits 135mm lens for 12 1/4 to 6 1/2 feet, and TI/60—for 6 1/2 to 4 3/4 feet focusing.


KODAK INSTAMATIC Reflex Field Case Fits both models. Adjustable neckstrap. Permits loading camera while in case. Removable front.

KODAK RETINA Fitted Case, Model C For three lenses (28mm to 135mm) and photo aids.

KODAK RETINA Right-Angle Finder For low-angle and "around-the-corner" views; also copying. Supplied with adapter in carrying case.

KODAK INSTAMATIC Reflex Camera Stand Kit Provides a solid support for long exposures. Comes with swivel head and a rigid angle bracket for copying. Demountable for easy carrying and storing.

KODAK INSTAMATIC Reflex Step-Down Ring 52/29.5mm Permits using N- and R-type Close-up Lenses with 50mm f/1.9 Xenon Lens.

KODAK Flashcube Extender Increases the distance between lens and flashcube for more pleasing pictures, especially close-ups of people.

Peerless Camera Stores Corp.
415 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.